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ABSTRACT

Certain new ascendant data center workloads can absorb some
degradation in network service, not needing fully reliable data

transport and/or their fair-share of network bandwidth. This opens

up opportunities for superior network and infrastructure multiplex-

ing by having this flexible traffic cede capacity under congestion

to regular traffic with stricter needs. We posit there is opportunity

in network service primitives which permit degradation within

certain bounds, such that flexible traffic still receives an acceptable

level of service, while benefiting from its weaker requirements.

We propose two primitives, namely guaranteed partial delivery

and bounded deprioritization. We design a budgeting algorithm to

provide guarantees relative to their fair share, which is measured

via probing. The requirement of budgeting and probing limits the

algorithm’s applicability to large flexible flows.

We evaluate our algorithm with large flexible flows and for three

workloads of regular flows of small size, large size and a distribu-

tion of sizes. Across the workloads, our algorithm achieves less

speed-up of regular flows than fixed prioritization, especially for

the small flows workload (1.25× vs. 6.82× in the 99th %-tile). Our

algorithm provides better guarantees in the workload with large

regular flows (with 14.5% vs. 32.5% of flexible flows being slowed

down beyond their guarantee). However, it provides not much bet-

ter or even slightly worse guarantees for the other two workloads.

The ability to enforce guarantees is influenced by flow fair share

interdependence, measurement inaccuracies and dependency on

convergence. We observe that priority changes to probe or to depri-

oritize causes queue shifts which deteriorate guarantees and limit

possible speed-up, especially of small flows. We find that mecha-

nisms to both prioritize traffic and track guarantees should be as

non-disruptive as possible.

1 INTRODUCTION

While the diversity of data center network applications and their

service requirements continues to grow, network service primitives

have lagged these changes. Most deployed data center networks

expose to applications only reliable (TCP) or unreliable (UDP) ser-

vice, and fair-share or reserved bandwidth or some simple form of

prioritization.

For many applications, these primitives are either insufficient,

or too rigid. While there is ample work on stricter service models

that provide a notion of quality of service [5, 28, 35], we argue that

there is under-explored value in more relaxed models of network

service, whereby applications with weaker service requirements

cede the network to those with stricter requirements, as long as

their own needs are met.

Specifically, some applications can tolerate limited data loss with-

out significant app-level deterioration, and thus do not need fully

reliable data transfer, while others may accept limited depriori-

tization in favor of applications with stricter requirements. One

high-value class of loss-tolerant applications is distributed machine

learning training. Recent work in the ML research community has

shown [39] that if network loss is bounded by some acceptable up-

per limit, this causes minimal or no performance impact for many

types of ML training tasks: delivering, e.g., 80% of each model up-

date between workers may be enough to maintain convergence

rate and achieve the same training loss, with fully reliable deliv-

ery being unnecessary. Given that ML is the fastest growing cloud

workload [14], offering an appropriate bounded-loss primitive that

bridges that TCP-UDP binary would be attractive.

Similarly, some applications can tolerate being deprioritized such

that they receive less than their fair share of network bandwidth.

Instances of such applications are long-running backup or adminis-

trative tasks, and model updates in asynchronous ML training for

tasks where real-time model freshness is not always needed.

Note that in the above “flexible” applications, some loss or de-
prioritization is acceptable, but it is desired that it be bounded: if
loss exceeds a specified limit, ML training jobs may experience

large training loss; if deprioritized tasks are continually starved,

application expectations may be violated.

Being able to offer network service that accounts for such flexi-

bility in applications would naturally allow superior multiplexing:

one could colocate on the same infrastructure, regular workloads

that expect standard network service (e.g., Web search or ML infer-

ence queries), with flexible workloads, such that bursts in regular

traffic benefit from the flexible traffic ceding network capacity. Im-

proving infrastructure multiplexing in this manner requires: (a)

ensuring that regular traffic is serviced preferentially; and (b) the

extent of this preferential treatment is bounded such that the cor-

responding deterioration in network service for flexible traffic is

controlled, thus causing only negligible or acceptable application-

level performance impact. In particular, we explore the co-design

of both loss and deprioritization guarantees, and when data should

be considered lost.

The most commonly available networking primitives are unfor-

tunately incapable of exploiting this opportunity by simultaneously

meeting both the above requirements. At the transport level, we

only have abstractions for fully reliable (TCP) or entirely best-effort

(UDP) transmission, instead of guaranteed partial delivery. At the
network level, we have a variety of prioritization and scheduling

mechanisms, but none provide a notion of bounded deprioritization
for certain classes of traffic. The concept of applications with more

flexible network requirements ceding to more demanding appli-

cations has been partially explored. LEDBAT [19] makes use of

delay measurements to enforce it does not cause congestion in the

network and makes use of a congestion control procedure less ag-

gressive than TCP. The concept of loss flexibility similarly has been

explored by Approximate Transport Protocol (ATP) [22]. Under-

explored however is the co-design of both loss and deprioritization

guarantees, and when data should be considered lost.
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We take the first steps in this direction by: (a) introducing prim-

itives describing partial delivery and bounded degradation goals;

and (b) designing mechanisms for the network that implement

these primitives. We propose a simple extension to the application-

network interface: an application sending data can specify what

fraction of it must be reliably delivered, and/or what degradation

in performance is acceptable compared to the default fair-sharing

of the network. Using this interface, different applications (e.g.,
different ML training approaches and workloads) can specify ar-

bitrarily different degrees of acceptable degradation in the same

network. We also design and implement algorithms for the network

to exploit the headroom these relaxations of the network service

objectives provide, by dropping or deprioritizing flexible traffic in

favor of regular traffic, while ensuring that the specified (relaxed)

guarantees for flexible traffic are indeed met.

We have evaluated our approach, ReFlex, using packet-level

simulation. We show that by allowing (guaranteed) partial delivery

and bounded deprioritization for flexible traffic, the performance

of regular traffic can be improved. We compare our approach with

standard prioritization methods, and investigate the extent to which

both are able to bound degradation as well as speed-up workloads.

2 WHY NEW NETWORKING PRIMITIVES?

Network traffic for a growing class of applications offers two de-

grees of flexibility that cannot be exploited by today’s networks: (a)

such traffic does not need the predominant reliable delivery of TCP;

and (b) such traffic can be deprioritized in favor of more other time-

critical traffic. However, providing no network service assurance is

also unacceptable, as that can lead to substantial application-level

performance degradation. We next discuss each of these potential

relaxations to the network service model in greater detail.

2.1 Guaranteed partial delivery

Traditionally, networking has provided only two extremes: (1) a

fully reliable in-order data delivery primitive, using TCP or its

derivatives; and (2) entirely best-effort data delivery using UDP,

with no reliability guarantees. While many existing applications de-

pend on one of these service models, new emerging workloads can

benefit from guaranteed partial reliability. For instance, in certain

types of distributed machine learning training, losing some frac-

tion, e.g., 20% of each model update transferred between workers,

or between workers and a parameter server, has no or negligible

impact on the ML training task [39]. Note that this is different

from adaptive applications like video streaming, where there is

first a compromise in application performance by picking lower

video quality, and then data for the lower quality still needs to be

delivered reliably using TCP, or is entirely best-effort, again with

additional observable degradation.

To characterize flexible traffic that only requires guaranteed

partial delivery, we define a reliability factor as follows:

Definition 1. Each flow 𝑓 has a reliability factor 𝑟 ∈ [0, 1],
which is a lower bound on the fraction of its data that must be delivered
reliably by the transport protocol. For regular, inflexible traffic, and
more broadly, for any traffic for which 𝑟 is not explicitly specified,
𝑟 = 1 by default.

A naive way of exploiting the flexibility specified using 𝑟 < 1

would be to simply trim the payload before each transfer, for in-

stance, transfer the first 80% bytes for each model update reliably

using TCP, and then drop the last 20% bytes. While this is indeed

“partially reliable” delivery, this is a poor strategy: what if the net-

work was congested earlier in the transfer, but is under-utilized

later? In this case, sending less data does not have much upside in

terms of improving network multiplexing. Thus, we would like to

use this flexibility adaptively, dropping data when the network is

busy with regular, inflexible traffic, while delivering it when the

network is less congested. The knowledge of payload size in ad-

vance is fundamental to partial delivery: if the control mechanism

only knows the final payload size once the transfer is complete, it

is unable to finish early before delivering the entire payload.

Unfortunately, today’s binaries of reliable and unreliable trans-

fer do not accommodate such sophisticated, adaptive switching

between reliable and unreliable transmission. Interpreted in light

of the above definition, using UDP effectively implies 𝑟 = 0, while

using TCP enforces 𝑟 = 1. Note that our definition does not enforce

that only 𝑟 fraction of traffic is delivered, rather 𝑟 is a lower bound,

with at least 𝑟 fraction of traffic sought to be reliably delivered.

The need for a new partially-reliable transport protocol has been

recognized by a parallel work available as an online manuscript

in which the Approximate Transmission Protocol (ATP) has been

proposed [22]. ATP defines a similar reliability factor and provides

guarantees for the data delivered. The key distinction is that ATP

decides partial delivery based on actual packets being lost, which

differs from our approach which defines partial delivery based on

bandwidth loss relative to fair share (§3). More distinctions to ATP

are further explained in §8.

2.2 Bounded deprioritization

Many applications, such as backup or administrative tasks, non-

interactive analytics, and ML training workloads where real-time

model freshness is not critical, can be bandwidth-hungry, but do

not necessarily need to compete fairly with more time-sensitive

traffic such as user-facing Web search or ML inference queries.

Networking does offer three broad types of primitives to benefit

regular traffic by exploiting such flexibility, but as we discuss in the

following, none of these provides any bounds on how much worse

the performance of the flexible traffic can be.

Background transport: LEDBAT [19] attempts to capture unused

network bandwidth, and is commonly used over the Internet today

for transfers like software updates. However, LEDBAT does not

compete fairly with TCP traffic at all, and thus, if used for flexible

traffic, cannot bound the degree to which flexible traffic is depri-

oritized: if the network is seeing a large volume of regular traffic,

flexible traffic using LEDBAT would be completely starved.

Prioritization: Superficially, running flexible traffic at low priority

using multiple queues available in most commodity switches today

is a natural way of favoring regular traffic over flexible traffic. A va-

riety of more sophisticated scheduling schemes are also known that

allow multiple degrees of low priority [4] for different degrees of

flexibility in traffic, or weighted prioritization (instead of absolute)

with configurable weights [11]. However, regardless of the details

of how prioritization is implemented, it offers no guarantees: the
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performance of deprioritized traffic can be arbitrarily worse than

its fair-share of network bandwidth. If there is a surge in high pri-

ority traffic, low priority traffic suffers starvation. While starvation

can be somewhat reduced using “aging”, whereby a flow’s priority

increases over time [8], this is a heuristic with no guarantees. A

broader issue is that priorities are meaningful only relative to other

network-wide traffic’s priorities and volume, which an individual

sender does not know. Thus, even weighted prioritization results

in no guarantees: if traffic with many different degrees of flexibility

co-exists in a network, each class of flexible traffic has no knowl-

edge of what share of bandwidth its weight will translate to, given

that other weights are unknown to it.

Deadline-aware networking: In a similar vein to priorities, one

can also specify explicit deadlines for different traffic flows to fin-

ish [33]. Deadlines exhibit some of the same problems as noted for

priorities above. In addition, setting deadlines is especially difficult

for flows that have soft deadlines, where the performance degrades

gradually with time, and it is unclear what to do when a deadline

is not met. The flexible workloads we describe are of this type, e.g.,
even if there is no explicit deadline of when an ML model must

finish an update, delaying updates gradually increases staleness,

and degrades performance. While one can potentially set deadlines

for other traffic and use leftover bandwidth for flexible traffic [8],

this provides no guarantees to flexible traffic. As work on deadline-

aware scheduling notes, such workloads must be managed using

heuristics [36], with no guarantees.

Thus, none of the existing networking primitives allow the spec-

ification of a bounded degree of deprioritization, where a guarantee

can be specified such that it holds independent of other traffic.

Further, primitives to bound starvation can actually cause flexible

traffic to not back off appropriately (e.g., with weighted prioriti-

zation) or worse, increase in aggressiveness (e.g., with aging) at

unfortunate times when the network is most congested.

Given the above discussion on the limitations of existing primi-

tives, one may even ponder whether any guarantee on bounded de-

prioritization is possible to frame and achieve at all without explicit

reservations, which are unsuitable for our purposes of degraded

service. We find that while absolute guarantees are unachievable

simply because other traffic is variable and can congest the network,

a guarantee can be framed relative a flow’s fair-share bandwidth.

To do so, we define how aggressive a flexible flow is as follows.

Definition 2. Each flow 𝑓 has an aggressiveness factor 𝛼 ∈
[0,∞), which specifies the fraction of 𝑓 ’s max-min fair-share band-
width that will be guaranteed for 𝑓 over its transmission. For regular,
inflexible traffic, and more broadly, for any traffic for which 𝛼 is not
explicitly specified, 𝛼 = ∞ by default.

Like our discussion of the reliability factor above, 𝛼 is only a

lower bound, with a flow seeking at least that fraction of its fair-

share bandwidth. TCP, by targeting (but not always achieving)

max-min fair-share bandwidth, effectively enforces 𝛼 = 1. Flexible

flows with 𝛼 < 1 thus cede capacity to regular flows, as well as

flexible flows with higher 𝛼 values. In certain cases with other

flexible flows present, a flow might actually achieve a rate higher

than their max-min fair share. An 𝛼 value greater than 1 specifies

howmuch rate speed-up a flexible flow permits. Regular flows want

the maximum amount of rate speed-up fairly available, as such for

Rate

Budget

Time

O1

U1

Rfair

α x Rfair

T1 T2

0

0

Figure 1: The algorithm is based upon collecting budget and

once it has been built up (𝑂1), having the budget be spent to

prioritize regular (more time-critical) flows (𝑈1). Budget can

be built up through 𝛼 by having a rate > 𝛼 ×𝑅
fair

or through

𝑟 in a similar way.

them by default 𝛼 is set to ∞. In practice an 𝛼 > 1 is generally

unable to be guaranteed as it depends on other flows ceding their

fair share (i.e., having their 𝛼 less than 1).

Note that our above framing allows flexible flows to specify a

bounded degree of deprioritization compared to their default TCP-

driven fair-share state. This is particularly attractive for applications

with soft deadlines — there is no explicit notion of a hard deadline,

but performance degrades with time, so specifying an 𝛼 < 1 allows

specifying how much degradation compared to the default case is

acceptable. Indeed, the fair-share depends on other network traffic

and varies over time, but it can be independently estimated by

regularly probing the network (such a mechanism is described

§4.1).

3 ABSTRACT ALGORITHM DESIGN

3.1 Budgeting algorithm for bounded

degradation

The key challenges in enforcing bounded degradation stem from

the lack of information:

(1) A flow’s size may not always be known at its start [32], and

as it may finish anytime, we must ensure that it has delivered

at least 𝑟 fraction of its data at every instant.
(2) As flows arrive and finish, a flexible flow’s fair share band-

width continually evolves, and it is unclear when to incur

deprioritization such that the 𝛼-bound holds.

ReFlex addresses these challenge by building up a budget for degra-

dation of flexible flows and then exploiting it. Flexible flows receive

normal service for a period such that they run ahead of their per-

formance goals (growing the budget), and then are degraded op-

portunistically when needed to speed up regular flows (depleting

the budget). For now, we assume that the fair share for each flow

is known to it at all times. We shall later incorporate probing to

estimate the fair share.
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In the following, we shall illustrate this budget buildup and ex-

ploitation in the context of flexible flows that seek fully reliable de-

livery (𝑟 = 1), but can tolerate bounded deprioritization (𝛼 < 1). The

logic for flows that allow partial delivery but not deprioritization

(𝑟 < 1, 𝛼 = 1) is similar. For flows that allow both, deprioritization

is used first because in any case, low-priority flows cede capacity

to regular flows; loss is invoked after the deprioritization budget is

fully depleted.

Regardless of the number of different flows with different de-

grees, 𝛼𝑖 , of deprioritization permissible, ReFlex uses two priority

queues at each switch. Commodity switches used today typically

provide at least 8 priority queues [10].

We explain the algorithm for switching between high (default,

used for regular flows) and low priorities visually using Fig. 1. A

flexible flow starts by fairly competing with other flows at high pri-

ority, and receives its fair-share rate 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 . Until time𝑇1, it sends 𝑆1
bytes at this rate. Since we need only guarantee 𝛼 ·𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 bandwidth,
this implies that (1 − 𝛼) · 𝑆1 more bytes than needed to meet the

guarantee are delivered by 𝑇1. This is the area marked 𝑂1 in Fig. 1.

These “overdelivered” bytes represent the accumulated budget.

Once sufficient budget is accumulated, the flow switches to low

priority, ceding capacity to other flows, until time𝑇2. At low priority,

the flowmay potentially receive less than its fair share of bandwidth,

thus sending fewer bytes than it could have at the fair share. These

“underdelivered” bytes, shown in area 𝑈1 in Fig. 1, are a depletion

of the budget. Given our assumption of knowing the fair share at

any time, we can always calculate the depletion in the budget and

ensure that the budget is always non-negative. When the budget is

completely drained, the flow is switched back to high priority for

rebuilding its budget.

Note that in the above, the time when the flow switches back

to high priority, 𝑇2, is obvious: whenever the budget reaches zero.

However,𝑇1 is a design parameter: howmuch budget to accumulate

before switching to low priority? If 𝑇1 is small, a flow will switch

more frequently, as it builds up and expends buffer. In our abstract

description thus far, this is immaterial, but in a practical system,

there is a convergence period in which a flow arrives at its new

bandwidth allocation each time such a switch takes place, and 𝑇1
must be set such that it is several times the convergence time. We

provide a detailed evaluation of this parameter in §6.4.

We make several remarks about this simple algorithm:

(1) Budget building must only use past history, as any assump-

tions on future bandwidth can be mistaken, and violate the

guarantee of 𝛼 .

(2) For partial delivery, a flow can finish anytime, and must

have sent 𝑟 fraction of its data at every instant. As flow size

being known in advance is fundamental to partial delivery,

the loss budget is known too, and can be used to improve

performance (§6.3).

(3) Low priority can, but does not always drain the budget;

the budget is drained only while a flow receives bandwidth

smaller than 𝛼 · 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 .

C

B

D
Switch

A

Figure 2: A max-min fair allocation system in which remov-

ing one flow between A and B will degrade the performance

of the orange flow between C and D.

3.2 Max-min guarantee in multi-hop

Up until now, we have primarily considered the scenario of flows

sharing a single link, in which max-min fairness is straight-forward

to calculate and reason about. However, in a max-min fair allo-

cation system, downstream changes have upstream effects. More

specifically, removing some traffic (or moving it to low priority) on

one path can cause performance degradation on another.

Consider an example with 4 hosts attached to a switch, as shown

in Fig. 2. Two flows are going from A to B, one from A to D and

one from C to D. If all the flows are at the same priority (default),

flows that originate from A have 1/3 units of bandwidth, while the

orange C-D flow utilizes 2/3 units of bandwidth. If one flow from A

to B switches to low priority, e.g. the top (green) flow, it will receive

0 units, while all other flows would get 1/2, including the (orange)

one between C and D. This further implies that, the regular C-D

flow experiences a slowdown of 0.25 compared to the default, just

because a flexible flow on another path switches to low priority.

Note however, that the above is not a violation of our bounded

deprioritization guarantee: for any flow, it gets 𝛼 fraction of its fair-

share bandwidth, but due to the nature of max-min fair allocation,

the fair share can itself change as other flows shift their priorities.

This is precisely why we do not state (and cannot fulfill) guarantees

framed in terms of flow completion time. The above discussion

is meant to highlight that the fair-share-degradation guarantee

is weaker than an FCT-degradation guarantee, and ReFlex only

provides the former. The fair-share-degradation guarantee of a flow

is only as strong as the fair share it can achieve given the priorities

of other flows, which thus can be less than its fair share when all

flows are of equal priority. We refer to this phenomena as flow fair

share interdependence.

4 PRACTICAL ALGORITHM DESIGN

The abstract budgeting algorithm as described in §3 suffices to

achieve guaranteed partial delivery regardless of a real transport

implementation’s quirks, as long as fully reliable delivery is cor-

rectly implemented using acknowledgments and retries. However,

the bounded deprioritization guarantee relies on two assumptions:

(a) each flow knowing its fair share at all times; and (b) the trans-

port protocol converging to fair share instantly after flow arrivals,

departures, and priority switches. In practice, these assumptions

do not hold. For (b), the transport protocol’s degree of divergence
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from fair share is, of course, inherited by ReFlex. For (a), in our

approach we choose to have each flow probe the network periodi-

cally to approximately estimate its fair share, as we describe next.

Having only approximate estimates for fair-share bandwidth, and

incurring some time for convergence to the fair share, both lead to

imprecision in the 𝛼-bound, which we later explore experimentally.

4.1 Probing mechanism

We propose the usage of regular probing for each flexible flow to

determine its fair share. The key challenge is estimating a flow’s fair

share through probing is that all flows must operate approximately

in synchronous fashion at high priority in the probing period, such

that each flow can independently arrive at its fair share estimate.

We rely on a data center wide synchronization primitive for this

purpose. While recent work has claimed data center wide synchro-

nization within tens of nanoseconds [13, 20], for our purposes,

microsecond-scale synchronization using PTP [21] is sufficient.

Note that while such synchronized probing may sound aggressive,

it is merely a brief return to today’s default behavior, with more

operational time spent using the results of probing.

Each flexible flow operates in a (synchronized) cyclic fashion

with three phases: (a)warmup, with all flexible flows at high priority;
(b) measure, with all flexible flows at high priority; and (c) exploit,
where each flow individually decides whether to switch to low

priority. The warmup phase allows time for convergence to fair

share, before a fair-share estimate is made from the measure phase.

We define the following parameters:

• 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 : interval duration (ms)

• 𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 : warmup phase duration (no. intervals)

• 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 : measure phase duration (no. intervals)

• 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 : exploit phase duration (no. intervals)

Once the fair share estimate is available after the measure phase,

each flow calculates the amount of potential expense (i.e., budget
loss) of going low priority in the upcoming phase. This expense

amounts to 𝛼 × 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 × 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 ×𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 . Only if the current budget

is larger than the expense, does the flexible switch to low priority

for the exploit phase.

The fair share estimate which is established in the measure phase

is used throughout all subsequent intervals to accumulate or drain

budget. As such, although a flexible flow can only switch to low

priority during the exploit phase, it collects budget in all phases

(with the exclusion of the first partial cycle it needs to synchronize

up).

Note that explicit coordination is not required across flows: the

lengths of the warmup, measure, and exploit phases are set network-

wide. A newly started flexible flow starts at high priority until the

next synchronized cycle starts, for which its uses its own (network-

wide synchronized) clock. It can calculate at any time which part

of the cycle is currently active using one simple modulo operation.

If the timesteps are on the order of hundreds of microseconds

or more, microsecond-scale synchronization is clearly sufficient.

Additionally note that if transport protocol convergence were faster,

e.g., by approximating RCP in modern programmable switches [29]

or implementing PERC [16], we could eschew the warmup phase

entirely, thus increasing the fraction of time flows can operate in

the exploit phase.

4.2 Algorithm

Budget adjustment algorithm. The core of the algorithm is the

manner in which it accounts budget, which is abstractly described

in §3. The algorithm requires a fair share estimate 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 to account

for the budget accumulation or drain. The budget must be updated

at a time granularity fine enough to (a) incorporate the frequency at

which the fair share estimate is renewed, and (b) before a priority de-

cision is made. In the probing mechanism, this is performed at 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡
interval granularity, which meets both criteria. In the adjustment

algorithm, two budgets are maintained:

• Rate degradation budget 𝐵𝛼 . It increases each update when

the actual rate 𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 is higher than 𝛼 × 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 .
• Reliable delivery degradation budget 𝐵𝑟 . With the assump-

tion that the flow size 𝐹 is known in advance, 𝐵𝑟 starts at

the (1 − 𝑟 ) × 𝐹 . Only if 𝑟 < 1 is the flow size required in the

algorithm. We leave exploration of other (later) signaling of

flow size to future work.

The budget is decreased by first draining the rate degradation

budget 𝐵𝛼 , and only if that is empty, draining 𝐵𝑟 . The reasoning

behind this is that draining𝐵𝑟 results in less flow data being sent out,

which is undesirable if the targeted fair share portion is still being

achieved. The 𝐵𝛼 can become negative if consistently we achieve

lower rate than intended – which in turn will trigger going at high

priority to remedy this (see next section). The budget algorithm

pseudo-code is depicted in Alg. 1.

Algorithm 1 Budget adjustment logic for each elapsed time period

of the flow in which the fair share rate 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 is known.

Initial state:

𝐹 : flow size (known if 𝑟 < 1, else ∞), 𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 0, 𝐵𝛼 = 0,

𝐵𝑟 = (1 − 𝑟 ) × 𝐹

1: function ADJUST_BUDGET(𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 , 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑 )

2: 𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 = 𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 / 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑
3: 𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 +𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
4: 𝐵𝛼 = 𝐵𝛼 −𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑 ∗ (𝛼 × 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 − 𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 )
5: if 𝐵𝛼 < 0 then

6: 𝐵𝑟,𝑏𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 𝐵𝑟
7: 𝐵𝑟 = 𝐵𝑟 + 𝐵𝛼
8: if 𝐵𝑟 >= 0 then

9: 𝐵𝛼 = 0

10: else

11: 𝐵𝛼 = 𝐵𝑟
12: 𝐵𝑟 = 0

13: end if

14: 𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 + (𝐵𝑟,𝑏𝑒 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑒 − 𝐵𝑟 ) ⊲ 𝐵𝑟 drainage reduces
how much to send

15: end if

16: end function

Control algorithmwith probing. The control algorithm has four

tasks: (1) it determines whether the flow is finished earlier due to

reduced reliability, (2) it awaits to be synchronized with the other

flexible flows, (3) after a complete warmup and measure phase, it

calculates the fair share which is used in the next cycle, and (4) it
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decides whether to go at low or high priority during the exploit

phase. In each update, the current interval is identified with 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 ,

which is determined using a modulo operation of the clock and

the interval duration 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 . The control algorithm pseudo-code is

depicted in Alg. 2.

Algorithm 2 Control algorithm with probing. The update is called

at the𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 interval with an incremented 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 each time. The 𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡

is determined using the global synchronized clock each flexible-

capable host maintains.

Initial state:

𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 = not set, 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 = NONE, SYNC = false, 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 0,

𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 0, 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤 = false

1: function UPDATE(𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 , 𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 , 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑 )

2: if 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 is set then

3: ADJUST_BUDGET(𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒 , 𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑 )
4: end if

5: if 𝑆𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡 ≥ 𝐹 then

6: return FINISHED

7: end if

8: if 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 == MEASURE and SYNC then

9: 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 +𝐴𝐶𝐾𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒
10: 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 +𝑇𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑑
11: end if

12: 𝑃𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 = DETERMINE_PHASE(𝐼𝐷𝑖𝑛𝑡 ,𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 ,𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 ,

𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 )

13: if 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 == EXPLOIT and 𝑃𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 == WARMUP then

14: SYNC = true

15: 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤 = false

16: end if

17: if 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 == MEASURE and 𝑃𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 == EXPLOIT and

SYNC then

18: 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 = 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒/𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒
19: 𝐷𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 0, 𝑇𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑒 = 0

20: end if

21: 𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 = 𝛼 × 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 × 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 ×𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡
22: if 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 == MEASURE and 𝑃𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 == EXPLOIT and

𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 is set then

23: 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤 = true if 𝐵𝛼 + 𝐵𝑟 > 𝐿𝑝𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 else false

24: end if

25: 𝑃𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣 = 𝑃𝑢𝑝𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔

26: return LOW if 𝐼𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 𝑙𝑜𝑤 else HIGH

27: end function

4.3 Probing consequences and limitations

The introduction of probing to periodically determine the fair share

has certain consequences and limitations.

What is the effect of an inaccurate fair share estimate? An

inaccurate fair share estimate can either be too low or too high. In

the former (too low estimate), the budget will increase too much

as the gap 𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝛼 × 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 is larger than in actuality, leading

potentially to an inflated budget and thus a rate which can dete-

riorate beyond the theoretical guarantee. In the latter (too high

estimate), the budget will not build up as much, thus resulting in

less flexibility. An inaccurate estimate can be due to several factors.

Firstly, it takes time for a congestion control protocol to converge,

which can lead to inaccuracies. This can be ameliorated by having

large enough phases, as well as the choice of a quickly converging

congestion control protocol. Secondly, the measured fair share can

be out of date because new flows can arrive or existing ones depart.

This is especially the case when there are flows present whose

completion time last shorter than a full cycle, which would lead to

a reduced rate during whichever phase it is active.

Flexibility limited to relatively large flows. We acknowledge

that our service degradation primitives are only meaningful for

relatively large flows, which run for at least several milliseconds.

We believe this to be reasonable: there is, after all, little advantage

from degrading service for short flows that don’t consume most of

the network’s capacity. However, by degrading service for a few

such large flows, we can benefit a large number of short flows,

which typically have more stringent service requirements.

Speed-up limited to exploit phase. In the warmup and measure

phases the flexible flow is unable to be at low priority. As a con-

sequence, the maximum fraction of time a flexible flow can be at

low priority is 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡/(𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 + 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 + 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 ). This is
especially impactful if there are short regular flows, as if they occur

in the first two phases they will receive only fair share rather than

be sped up. This can be ameliorated with a relatively longer exploit

phase, which in turn however would reduce the fair share estimate

accuracy.

Time synchronization required among flexible hosts. Partic-

ipating hosts which wish to participate in the starting of flexible

flows must be time synchronized. As such, the deployability of

ReFlex is limited to those settings.

5 IMPLEMENTATION

For ease of understanding, we have thus far described ReFlex at an

abstract, algorithmic level. Implementing it requires small changes

at multiple levels of the networking stack, which we discuss in a

top-down manner.

Application changes: Applications that wish to send flexible traf-

fic must correctly use an extended sockets API to specify the degra-

dation parameters for their traffic. An application using only depri-

oritization does not see any change in terms of transport behavior,

except performance. However, applications allowing partial deliv-

ery might see data loss, and thus must prepare data correctly such

that partial deliveries are usable.

ReFlex must be able to discard data if reduced reliability is

permitted. When ReFlex decides to discard some data segments,

it will remove these data segments from the send buffer. As such,

application have to ensure that any data segment transmitted over

a flexible socket can be removed from the flow without hindering

the receiver from being able to make use of the rest of the data

segments. ReFlexmust similarly be informed of the application data

segmentation strategy, which could range from a static constant

(e.g., every 𝐵 bytes is an individual data segment) to dynamically

informed strategies. This would incur a header overhead for each

data segment. In this work, we assume that data is segmentable
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at the byte level. We leave investigation of data segmentation and

discard decision strategies to future work.

Application-transport interface changes: The sockets API has

to be extended to support the creation of flexible flows. For every

flexible flow, the application must be able to specify the parameters

𝛼 and 𝑟 through the socket API. By default, 𝛼 is set to∞ and 𝑟 is set

to 1, such that legacy applications do not need to change, and can

continue operating as regular traffic, while benefiting from flexible

traffic’s behavior.

Transport level changes at hosts: Our design requires that the

transport implementation be extended with the ReFlex state ma-

chine. For each flexible flow, it must track the budget and the time

slots (warmup, probe, exploit) using a system time synchroniza-

tion protocol like PTP, perform fair-share measurements, decide

on whether to operate in low or high priority or / and discard or

retransmit data, and tag packets with the appropriate priority levels.

ReFlex benefits if the transport protocol converges fast to fair-

share bandwidth. Thus, in our implementation, we use DCTCP

instead of TCP. DCTCP, by making use of congestion markings

(ECN), can make more accurate rate adjustment decisions than

TCP. We use DCTCP because it is already commonly used in data

centers, but if RCP or PERC were implemented to achieve even

faster convergence, ReFlex’s performance would improve further.

Network-level changes at switches: ReFlex’s bounded depri-

oritization uses 2 priority queues, while commodity data center

switches commonly support 8 queues. The remaining available

priority levels can still be utilized for explicit prioritization outside

the domain of ReFlex, e.g., to prioritize network control messages.

An alternative to such in-network prioritization is to simply have

“wimpier” congestion control logic kick in when flows are operating

in degraded mode, e.g., back off by a larger multiplicative decrease

factor on packet loss than regular flows. We have not explored such

a strategy yet.

6 EVALUATION

We evaluate ReFlex using packet-level simulations. We first ex-

plain the experimental setup including network devices, congestion

control, and default parameterization in §6.1. Next, we show the

motivation of ReFlex by comparing it in a simple scenario against

other prioritization schemes in §6.2, and showcase how partial de-

livery works in §6.3.We explore the parameterization of the probing

mechanism in §6.4. Finally, we run ReFlex for larger workloads to

examine the utility that flexible flows offer and compare it to the

performance of fixed weighted prioritization in §6.5.

6.1 Experimental setup

For the packet-level simulations we make use of ns-3 [24] with

the basic-sim module [1, 12, 17, 18]. The default setup is as follows

(unless otherwise specified in the upcoming sections). The network

consists of 10 Gbit/s links with a delay of 1 `𝑠 . Each network device

has two traffic control queue discipline queues, with a weighted

scheduling mechanism which it draws from using deficit round

robin. The high priority queue has 90% of bandwidth, and the low

priority 10% of bandwidth. Both traffic control queues are config-

ured with Random Early Detection (RED) as its queue discipline,
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Figure 3: Calculation of different prioritization schemes for

the two cases.

with a hard marking threshold of 65 packets and a maximum size

of 466 packets (both following recommendation from [2]). Each

network device finally has a simple tail drop queue of 20 packets.

Network devices use an MTU of 1500 byte.

We use DCTCP as the congestion control protocol. The various

timeout values have been adjusted to be effective in a low latency

(2-4 `𝑠 base RTT), high throughput (10 Gbit/s) environment, in

particular the minimum RTO is set to 1 ms, the initial RTT mea-

surement to 2 ms, the connection timeout to 2 ms, the delayed

ACK timeout to 1 ms, the persist timeout to 8 ms and the maxi-

mum segment lifetime to 8 ms. The segment size is set to 1380 byte.

The clock granularity is set to 1 ms. It is not possible to have the

throughput match the theoretical line rate due to the overhead of

the point-to-point, IP and TCP (with TS option) headers. As a result,

approximately 96% of line rate is the maximum throughput. The

send and receive buffers are set to 1 MiB.

ReFlex is by default configured with 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 5 ms, and with

𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 : 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 : 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 set to 1 : 1 : 3. This matches the low

latency and relatively high throughput setting. Parameterization is

further explored in §6.4.

6.2 Prioritization scheme comparison

Use cases. The difference of ReFlex to the prioritization alterna-

tives described in §2.2 is best illustrated by an example. Consider

a single link with a bandwidth of 10 Gbit/s over which two flows

are started. We bring forward two scenarios, the first to showcase

speed-up and the second to showcase starvation. In both cases, the

flexible flowwants its performance to be degraded by at most 10% of

its fair share (𝛼 = 0.9). The regular flow expects usual performance

and thus does not want its performance degraded.

• Case 1: 40 Gbit flexible flow starts at T=0 s, and a 2 Gbit

regular flow starts at T=2 s

• Case 2: 40 Gbit regular flow starts at T=0 s, and a 2 Gbit

flexible flow starts at T=2 s

Results. In the baseline setting (i.e., without any prioritization

scheme), the flows compete fairly and thus in both cases the flexible

and regular flow achieve 5 Gbit/s when both are active. When using

absolute prioritization, the flexible flow achieves 0 Gbit/s when

both are active, and the regular flow 10 Gbit/s. Thus, in Case 2 this

result in the flexible flow being finished only after the regular flow

is done. For weighted prioritization, we consider three variants for
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Figure 4: Packet-level simulation results of different priori-

tization schemes for the two cases.

comparison: regular flows having 9x more weight, 2x more weight,

and 1
1

9
x more weight. Among these three variants, either there is

little speed-up of the regular flow in Case 1, or starvation of the

flexible flow in Case 2. In Case 1, ReFlex builds up budget in the first

20 s which means that it can be on low priority when the regular

flow arrives, giving it all the high priority bandwidth. However,

because of the presence of probing with 1:1:3 phases, the high

priority can only be consumed 60% of the time. This is shown in

Fig. 5 in the changing between the fair share at high priority and the

reduced rate at low priority. Thus, the regular flow rate calculated

rate is 7.4 Gbit/s. In Case 2, ReFlex make sure the flexible flow

to maintain the 𝛼 = 90% guarantee, therefore not permitting the

regular flow to degrade the flexible flow’s rate too much. This yields

a rate of 4.5 Gbit/s for the flexible flow. An overview of the average

rates achieved is shown in Fig. 3 for calculation. Barring the header

overhead, the calculation results match those of the simulation in

Fig. 4. Note that in Fig. 5 there is a small rate fluctuation for the

flexible flow, which is caused by retransmission due to reordering.

Among the compared prioritization schemes, ReFlex is able to (a)

achieve a significant speed-up of the regular flow in Case 1, and (b)

prevent starvation of the flexible flow in Case 2 comparable to the

baseline. This is evidently workload dependent: if flexible flows are

not starved, other fixed (weighted) prioritization schemes perform

better.

It is possible to achieve better speed-up in Case 1 through either

increasing weight of the high priority queue, or, more effectively, by

changing the ratio of the probing phases to have a relatively longer

exploit phases. The former has as a side effect that congestion

control protocols do not respond well to complete starvation, as

they will be deprived of any network signals. The effects of the

latter are further explored in §6.4.

Different from deadlines. The most distinguishing character-

istic of ReFlex is that it defines its guarantees in relation to the

network state, in particular the fair share each flow should achieve.

This is distinctly different from explicit deadlines, which are set

agnostic to network state. Indirectly, an absolute time deadline cor-

responds to a certain desired rate provided the data transfer size.

A simple approach would be to set these absolute time deadlines

based on the line rate. With this approach, for Case 1 one would

set the deadline of the flexible to T=4.4 s (4 s + 10% for flexibility)

and of the regular to T=2.2 s, and in Case 2 of the flexible to T=2.2 s

(0.2 s + 10% for flexibility) and of the regular to T=4 s. Case 1 would

be possible for the deadlines to be met, however in Case 2 it is not

feasible. Of course, one can also have or set more relaxed deadlines,

which still nevertheless is based on an assumption of the number of

present flows and their target rate. The deadline-aware mechanism,

both centralized scheduler such as FastPass [25] and decentralized

such as D2TCP [33], must decide how to handle infeasible deadlines

as well as how to accommodate the non-deadline-aware traffic.

Priority scheme comparison takeaways: ReFlex makes

use of probing to prevent a flexible flow from being starved.

It is in low priority as long as it cumulatively receives the por-

tion of fair share it requires. The potential benefit of ReFlex

is (a) workload dependent because it requires flexible flows to
be starved to outperform other prioritization schemes, and

(b) objective dependent as it is useful only if it is desirable

in moment of high utilization to not fully prioritize regular

flows.

6.3 Decision of partial delivery

In this section, we turn our focus to partial delivery. For flexible

flows which permit partial delivery, ReFlex makes the decision

whether to not deliver part of data in the same manner it drains

the budget: through the difference between the actual rate and the

fair share rate multiplied with aggressiveness factor 𝛼 . Through

going at low priority, the algorithm permits other (regular) flows

if present to reduce the budget and in turn the portion of data

delivered by the flexible flow. Unlike 𝛼 , a flow actually immediately

starts with a budget with the flow size known in advance.

We showcase with a single flexible flow of 8 Gbit competing

against a regular flow of the same size. We vary the reliability

factor 𝑟 from 0 (no reliability guarantee) to 1 (complete reliability

guarantee). The results are shown in Fig. 6. The competitive period

lasts until the regular flow finishes. Up until around 𝑟 = 0.6, the

lower the reliability factor 𝑟 the less data of it is delivered (Fig. 6a),

and thus simultaneously the faster the flexible completes itself (blue

line in Fig. 6b). Similarly, the regular flow is significantly sped up as

the flexible yields the bandwidth to it (orange line in Fig. 6b). The

ability of the flexible flow to degrade is limited by the bandwidth it

achieves at low priority, which is at most 10% of bandwidth in the

current setting if there is competition, as well as the bandwidth it

achieves at high priority during the warmup and measure phases,

which is 50%. Once the regular flow finished, there is no competition,

as such the flexible at that moment will perform full delivery. For

these reasons, at 𝑟 < 0.6 there is no further degradation of the

flexible flow. At 𝑟 = 0.0, the flexible flow completes 65%. The fastest

rate of the regular flow is similarly limited, to around 7.1 Gbit/s

on average, which corresponds to an FCT of 1.12 s – which we

approximately observe in Fig. 6b with 6.9 Gbit/s and an FCT of

1.17 ms.

Another interesting case is for when the regular flow would

continue for the entire duration of the flexible flow. In that case, it

would complete at a rate of 2.5 Gbit/s and drain budget at a rate of

2.3 Gbit/s. As such it would finish after 1.66 s with a completion

percentage of around 52%, which means that reducing 𝑟 beyond

0.52 would not yield any speed-up or further partial delivery.
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Figure 6: Results for a single flexible flow of different reliability factor 𝑟 competing with a single regular flow. The flexible

flow discards data in order to speed-up the regular flow.

Partial delivery takeaways: ReFlex trades off data loss pro-

portional to its reduced rate over time. Only if there is com-

petition will it complete partially. The amount it can discard

is determined by parameter 𝑟 as well as the probing parame-

terization: the longer the exploit phase, the more data it can

potentially discard.

6.4 Challenge of probing

The probing mechanism is parameterized by the interval dura-

tion 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 and the balance between phases ( 𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 : 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 :

𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 ). These probing parameters impact (a) the maximum pos-

sible speed-up ReFlex can fundamentally offer, and (b) the ability

to fulfill its guarantees.

Interval granularity ( 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 ). We set out to have 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 be the mini-

mum interval needed to acquire a measurement of the fair share

rate. As such, it is desirable for it to be at least one full RTT (includ-

ing queueing delay), such that its measurement captures at least a

full in-flight congestion window. Likely, several RTTs are required

for a consistently accurate fair share estimate. In our simulated

network, the RTT over a single link is in the order of several mi-

croseconds when empty, and 100s of microseconds when queues

are filled. To investigate this granularity, we perform Case 1 from

§6.2 for three different 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 : 1 ms, 2 ms, 5 ms, and 10 ms. For each

parameterization, we plot the 𝑅𝑓 𝑎𝑖𝑟 which was found during the

period of competition between approximately the 0.95 s and 1.2 s

timestamps in Fig. 7. At 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 1 ms, the estimate is considerably

lower than the actual fair share rate of half. This is caused by the

congestion control protocol taking time to converge. At a 𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 of

2 ms, 5 ms and 10 ms, the fair share rate is correctly maintained

around 50% of the line rate. As a new flow starts exactly at 𝑇 = 2 𝑠 ,

the initial estimate is a bit higher as the flows take time to balance

their congestion window especially with slow start. There is a fine

balance between the interval duration and the responsiveness of

ReFlex: the lower the interval duration, the quicker a flow can

decide if it can become flexible, as well the more recent and thus

accurate it is. However, if it fails to converge and obtain an accurate

measurement, the fair share estimate will be inaccurate and lead to

guarantee violations. As a balance between these two effects, we
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(d)𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 10ms

Figure 7: Fair share estimated rates for Case 1 for different interval duration. A too low interval duration leads to too low (or

incorrect) fair share estimates.

set the interval duration to𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 = 5 ms as default. It is important to

note that in settings where RTTs are higher, convergence rates will

similarly be slower, as such in such networks the interval would

need to be higher. Conversely, it could be set lower in networks

with even lower latency (and higher throughput).

Phase balance ( 𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 : 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 : 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 ). The ratio be-

tween the phases has a profound impact on the speed-up that

ReFlex can deliver, as only during the exploit phase can other flows

be sped up. We have earlier set the interval duration𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑡 to be high

enough to achieve a good enough estimate, and low enough to

not cause outdated estimates by itself. With this in consideration,

we set both the warmup 𝐷𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑝 and 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 to be 1 in the

phase balance. Thus, only the configuration of 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 remains:

the lower, the fresher the fair share estimate is, and the higher, the

more speed-up a flexible flow can provide. The speed-up is due to

the base proportion of exploit phase (as is depicted in Fig. 10a), as

well as the probability of a (short) flow starting and completing

wholly in the exploit phase. To showcase the latter, we run 1 long

flexible flow with 𝛼 = 0.9 (which is active the entire duration) and

short regular flows of 100 kB at a Poisson arrival rate of 1000 flows/s

for 5 s with 1 s experiment warmup and 1 s cooldown. We vary

𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 ∈ [1, 2, ..., 10].
We show in Fig. 8 the FCT of the regular flows as we increase

the length of the exploit phase. The longer the exploit phase, the

better higher percentiles perform. This is as expected: for example

at 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 = 3, approximately 60% of the time the flexible flow can

operate at low priority as the remainder it spends on (preparing)

estimation of the fair share. As such, it is especially effective for

the median. A longer exploit phase in general improves even the

percentiles which fall out of it, as flows finish quicker thus lessening

chance of competition, as well as it reduces the frequency at which

the queue size changes suddenly due to the flexible flow switching

priorities. However, conversely, it increases how much budget must

be accumulated as well as increases the lower flow size bound of

flows that can react. We plot this need for accumulation in Fig. 9.

The exploit phase duration influences the amount of fraction of fair

share that can be spent as well, which is shown in Fig. 10a and 10b.

Based on these various tradeoff, we set𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 to 3 by default. This

enables ReFlex in our experiments to spend 48% of its fair share in

a two-flow competition (Fig. 10a) thus providing benefit for 𝛼 and 𝑟

that are greater than or equal to 0.6 (Fig. 10b). This parameter value
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Figure 10: Calculation for two flow competing, one regular and one flexible. The longer the exploit phase, the larger portion

if it time it can use to speed up other flows. The limits are determined by the time spent in warmup and measure phases (1:1),

as well as the underlying priority scheme (which is 9-1 weighted priority in our experiments).

provides a positive impact on the mean, median and the higher

percentiles as is shown in Fig. 8. ReFlexwith 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 = 3 is able to

accumulate enough budget for 𝛼 = 0.9 in 175 ms (Fig.9). By adding

on a cycle (25 ms) for accumulated budget to be spent, we set our

flexible flow size in the larger experiments to last 200 ms at perfect

line rate (10 Gbit/s) which equates to 250 MB.

The fair share estimate operates at a set granularity, which is

based on the convergence rate of the congestion control protocol

given the network conditions (in particular, bandwidth and latency).

As a first consequence, flows that are potentially flexible but are

too short are unable to achieve estimates before finishing. A second

consequence is that frequent short flows, which by definition do

not have time to fully compete or convergence before completing,

will proportionally reduce the fair share estimated by a long flexible

flow. This is demonstrated most clearly in Fig. 11, which plots for

the 𝐷𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑖𝑡 = 3 the achieved rate and the fair share estimate – in

the periods where it is low priority, it still experiences the fair share

estimate, as such not resulting in budget reduction

Convergence dependency.We show the convergence behavior of

ReFlex by starting a long flexible flow every 200 ms for 4 seconds.

The ReFlex convergence ability is dependent on ability of the

underlying transport protocol (in this case, DCTCP) to converge

when changing queue. We observe the achieved rates as well as

their estimation of the fair rate. In the presence of many flows,

arriving flows are able to achieve a rate similar to their fair share

rate. However, at larger number of flows (in particular, beyond 10

flows at 𝑇 = 2 s), there is increased variance and fairness is more

difficult to achieve (depicted in Fig. 12a). This also reflects in the

fair share rate estimate, which exhibits similarly exhibits variation.
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Figure 12: Actual rate and fair share estimate for the scenario over a single link in which flexible flows arrive every 200 ms

for 4 seconds. As the number of flows increases, the variation of the fair rate estimate increases.

Although the estimate hovers around the expectation (see Fig. 12b),

this will result in excessive draining (in case of a too high estimate)

or build-up (in case of a too low estimate) of the budget. The ability

of ReFlex to upholds its guarantees is tied to the ability to estimate

fair share and thus the ability to quickly converge.

Probing parameterization takeaways: The interval dura-

tion must be long enough for the flows to converge and

achieve an accurate fair share estimate. This depends on both

the throughput as well as latency of the network. The finer

grained the interval duration and the shorter the exploit phase,

the less time is required for a flexible flow to accumulate

enough budget to go at low priority. The longer the exploit

phase, the more budget can be spent and as such the more

regular flows can be sped up, however the less recent its fair

share estimate is.

6.5 Utility of increased flexibility

Beyond the configuration of probing, the potential improvement in

regular flow performance that is achievable with ReFlex is deter-

mined by its parameters, namely 𝛼 and 𝑟 . We consider a single ToR

network with 20 servers underneath, connected by 10 Gbit/s links.

The large flexible flows are set to 250 MB, which is the smallest

flow size for the chosen ReFlex parameterization for flexibility to

provide benefit, as explained in §6.4. This size is both considered a

large flow for data centers [2, 3] as well as in the order of magni-

tude of medium-sized ML models such as ResNet [15, 40]. As [4],

we make use of Poisson arrival of flows which achieves a target

average utilization while also providing varying low and high uti-

lization of the network (e.g., also described as microbursts [42]). In

the workloads, we aim for 40% average utilization, which is higher

than the 25% indicated by [31] as yielding increased drop rate. Half

of the target utilization we set to come from regular flows, and the

other half from flexible flows. It is thus representing a period of

higher than usual utilization in which there is significant proba-

bility of flow competition. The 250 MB flexible flows arrive at an
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Figure 13: Workload 1: large flow competition. Speed-up for the mean and 90th/99th %-tile (higher speed-up is better).ReFlex

provides a tradeoff between no and full prioritization, configurable by 𝛼 and 𝑟 .
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Figure 14:Workload 1: large flow competition. For one repetition, the distribution of FCT and corresponding speed-up relative

to baseline of equal priority. ReFlex limits the slow-down of flexible flows as it strives to uphold its guarantees at the cost of

achieving less speed-up for regular flows.

average Poisson arrival rate of 20 flows per second, thus providing

on average utilization of 20%.

The experiment is run for 16 s (1 s warm-up, 10 s measure,

5 s cool-down) and is repeated three times with different random

seeds for its workload generation. In the figures the mean values

are plotted with errors bars representing minimum and maximum

across the three repetitions. We run ReFlex with full reliability

(𝑟 = 1) but a varying aggressiveness factor 𝛼 ∈ [0, 0.1, ..., 1], as
well as with reduced reliability (𝑟 ∈ [0, 0.1, ..., 1]) but fair share
aggressiveness (𝛼 = 1). For comparison, we additionally run the

baseline strategy without prioritization and the fixed 9-1 weighted

prioritization. We consider three workloads for the regular flows.

Workload 1: large flow competition. In this first workload,

the regular flows are similarly large (250 MB) and arrive at the

same Poisson arrival rate of 20 flows per second. This achieves a

utilization of around 40%. The resulting mean and 90/99th %-tile

FCT for both regular and flexible flows are shown in Fig. 13.Without

prioritization, no flows receive special priority, as such the mean

FCT of regular flows (460 ms) and flexible flows (465 ms) as well

as the 99th %-tile (respectively 1215 ms and 1227 ms) are similar.

With the 9-1 weighted prioritization, flexible flows are degraded

significantly (speed-up mean: 0.80×, 99th: 0.67×) to accelerate the

regular flows (mean: 1.35×, 99th: 1.64×). ReFlex due to the probing

phases is unable to provide as much speed-up as weighted priority.

However, with both reduced reliability and reduced aggressiveness

yields a speed-up for regular flows. At 𝛼 or 𝑟 less than 0.5, ReFlex

does not yield much additional speed-up as with the network load it

is able to consistently be at low priority during exploitation phases.

This is in line with prior parameterization observations in §6.4. At

𝛼 = 0.8, ReFlex achieves a mean FCT of 513 ms for flexible flows

(speed-up: 0.91×) and 441 ms for regular flows (speed-up: 1.04×),
with 99th %-tiles of 1390 ms and 1178 ms respectively (speed-ups:
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0.88× and 1.04×). In terms of achievable speed-up, the 9-1 weighted

prioritization yields significantly more which comes at the cost of

being worse for the flexible flows.

We next investigate the ability of ReFlex to uphold its guarantees

by using the FCT for each flow in the baseline without prioritization.

We observe how much the effect of going at low priority either due

to ReFlex or due to weighted prioritization. We plot the CDF of

the FCT and speed-up for both ReFlex at 𝛼 = 0.8 and 9-1 weighted

prioritization for workload 1 in Fig. 14. As noted earlier in §3.2, in

multi-hop networks a portion of flows will inevitably experience

slowdown even if they remain at high priority. This is shown in

Fig. 14a, where a small tail of around 24% experience a worse FCT

for the fixed weighted prioritization scheme – a tail is observed for

ReFlex as well of 45%. Weighted prioritization causes a portion of

the flexible flows to be starved, which is shown by the long tail in

Fig. 14d. In contrast, ReFlex does not exhibit such a long tail, which

however does go at the cost of significantly less speed-up of regular

flows as is shown in Fig. 14a. ReFlex guarantees are regarding the

fair share rate, not achieving a particular FCT or rate. Nevertheless,

it is interesting as a proxy to observe howmany of the flexible flows

experience a speed-up of less than 0.8 in Fig. 14b: around 14.5% has a

speed-up less than 0.8. In contrast, the fixed weighted prioritization

has 32.5% with a speed-up less than 0.8. The cause why ReFlex

is unable to uphold a speed-up of 0.8 is (a) fundamental, as the

fair share is interdependent as such a flow going high does not

guarantee an 𝑅𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 greater than the fair share, and (b) practical

due to inaccuracies in measurements and the dependency on fast

convergence.

Takeaways from workloads with large regular flows:

For large flows competing, ReFlex provides a tradeoff be-

tween prioritizing the flexible flows and regular flows. Due

to its efforts to maintain the guarantees of flexible flows, it

provides less speed-up than the fixed weighted prioritization

scheme. Its ability to enforce guarantees is influenced by the

flow fair share interdependence, measurement inaccuracies

and dependency on convergence.

Workload 2: many small flows. In this second workload, we

run small regular flows of 100 kB at an Poisson arrival rate of 5000

flows/s. This similarly achieves a utilization of around 40%. This

setup mimics a scenario where an 𝛼-flexible workload sending a

small number of largemessages is colocatedwith a latency-sensitive

workload with a large number of short messages, e.g., ML training

colocated with Web search. The resulting mean and 99th %-tile FCT

for both regular and flexible flows are shown in Fig. 15. The 9-1

fixed weighted prioritization achieves a large speed-up in both the

mean FCT (2.10×) and the 99th FCT (6.82×). Even for the flexible

flows a speed-up is achieved in both the mean and 99th of around

1.04×. By separating the short flows from the large flows, queueing

is significantly improved, and both performed better. For ReFlex,

the probing has significant impact on the speed-up, as queues are

particularly slowing for small flows. As a consequence, ReFlex sim-

ilarly achieves a lesser speed-up, for example at 𝛼 = 0.8 a speedup

of 1.19× in the mean and 1.25× in the 99th %-tile is achieved. In

the 99th %-tile of the short regular flows (Fig. 15c), ReFlex experi-

ences significant amount of variance likely caused by the probing’s

shifting of queues – even in some cases performing worse than

the baseline. The flexible flows are affected with a mean speed-up

of 0.99× in the mean and 0.95× in the 99th percentile. For fixed

prioritization, the flexible mean speed-up was 1.04× and 1.04× at

the 99th – actually providing a slight speed-up. Our algorithm had

1.2% of flexible flows have a speed-up worse than 0.8×, versus 0.2%
for fixed prioritization. Because the many short flows finish in less

than the probing phase duration, they become part of the fair share

estimate and as such their continuously renewed presence yields

little drain of budget. Thus, the point at which reducing 𝛼 or 𝑟 fur-

ther is higher (around 0.7) than for the previous workload (around

0.5). In this workload where many short flows arrive, weighted pri-

oritization yields a better speed-up in FCT for regular flows, while

even resulting in a small improvement in flexible flow performance.

Takeaways fromworkloadwithmany small regularflows:

Flexible flows must be of relatively large size, first accrue bud-

get to be able to go at lower priority, and can only be at lower

priority for limited time due to probing. Short regular flows

finish in the order of 10s or 100s of microseconds, ideally com-

pleting only a few round-trips before completing. As such,

they are heavily impacted when queued behind large flows or

when receiving congestion signals such as reorder, loss and

explicit notifications. ReFlex by frequently switching queues

both incurs additional reorder, as well as the instantaneous

move of large queues. This particularly negatively impacts

the highest percentiles, which are especially important for

short flows. Fixed prioritization schemes do not have these

effects as flows do not change queue over their lifetime, and

as such perform better for this workload.

Workload 3: WS flows. As a continuation of the second work-

load, we now use theWeb Search flow size distribution of pFabric [4]

and DCTCP [2] which consists of flow sizes varying between 4 kB

and 30 MB, with a majority of its flows under 100 kB. The mean

flow size is 1.7 MB, as such to target 20% utilization we configure

a Poisson arrival rate of 2921 flows/s. Similar to [3], we separate

the statistics of regular flows into four categories of tiny (0, 10 kB],

small (10 kB, 100 kB], medium (100 kB, 10 MB], and large (10 MB,

∞]. The results are shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17. We use the 99th

percentile as key metric for the tiny and small flows. ReFlex per-

forms especially not well for the tiny and small flows (Fig. 16b and

Fig. 16c), in which it experiences both slower FCT and large vari-

ance at lower 𝛼 . For medium and large flows it does yield speed-up

although not as much as fixed weighted prioritization (Fig. 16d,

Fig. 16e, Fig. 16f). Flexible flows are slowed down to bring this

speed-up to the regular flows (Fig. 17a and Fig. 17b). Across all

flow size categories, reduced reliability performs well as its reduced

delivery reduces general utilization of the network. The fraction of

the flows actually delivered before being completed does not exceed

the reliability factor 𝑟 (by design), and lowering the 𝑟 beyond 0.6

does not yield further reduced delivery as it cannot drain the budget

due to the phase balance of 1:1:3 (as explained in §6.3). At 𝛼 = 0.8,

ReFlex had 1.7% of flexible flows experience a speed-up worse than
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Figure 15: Workload 2: many small flows. ReFlex is able to provide speed-up to the short flows, configurable by 𝛼 and 𝑟 ,

however the fixed weighted priority offers significantly more speed-up especially at higher percentiles.
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Figure 16: Workload 3: regular flows.
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Figure 17: Workload 3: flexible flows.

0.8× versus 2.2% for fixed prioritization. For the same configuration,

ReFlex achieved across all regular flow size categories significantly

less speed-up as well, with 1.00×, 1.11×, 1.33× and 1.44× (ReFlex)

versus 1.07×, 1.78×, 2.02× and 2.53× (weighted prioritization) for

the 99th %-tile FCT speed-up of regular tiny, small, medium and

large flows respectively. ForWorkload 3 as forWorkload 2, the fixed

prioritization scheme provided better speed-up across the regular

flows at less slow-down of the flexible flows.

Takeaways from WS workload: Confronted by a mix of

small and large regular flows, ReFlexmostly provides benefit

to the relatively large regular flows. The frequent changing

of queues of ReFlex combined with the presence of the other

larger regular flows led to worse flow completion times of

small flows with increased variance at low alpha values. Re-

Flex performed less well than the fixed prioritization scheme

for such workloads in those regular flow size categories while

not providing better guarantees for the flexible flows.

7 DISCUSSION & FUTUREWORK

ReFlex exposes degradation primitives to applications, thus sub-

stantially changing an application-network interface that has re-

mained largely stable for three decades. This new approach raises

several threads for further investigation.

Customizing transport:We attempted to minimally change the

current network stack to add support for bounded degradation. As

a result, our approach inherits the limitations of today’s transport.

TCP (and its derivatives) are well known to not always converge to

fair-share bandwidth, exhibiting various types of divergences from

it, e.g., for short flows and flows with different network round-trip

times. In practice, our bounded deprioritization guarantee thus is

not strict versus the actual fair-share of a flow, but only with respect

to what today’s transport could achieve. There would thus be value

in considering what a clean-slate approach to supporting bounded

degradation might look like, and then seeking a suitable pragmatic

middle ground between that and our minimal changes. For instance,

in a data center setting, it may even be possible to estimate fair-

share bandwidth quickly [16, 29, 43]. This would greatly enhance

our bounded deprioritization’s performance.

Incentivizing applications: Clearly, unless there are appropriate

incentives, applications will not ask for degraded service. The sim-

plest incentive in a cloud setting might be cost, i.e., offering slightly
cheaper network data transmission for applications in proportion

to their accepted service degradation. There is precedent for simi-

lar price differentiation for cloud storage offerings with different

service guarantees, e.g., for long-term storage [6].

Malicious behavior: Malicious applications could potentially de-

grade the performance of flexible traffic. Consider an application

that splits its large regular flows into many small flows. This can dis-

tort the fair-share estimate for flexible traffic, leading it to send at a

lower rate. However, this is a problem that exists in today’s network

stack already: it represents a fundamental limitation of flow fairness,

as Bob Briscoe argued [7]. Potential solutions are the same as those

that apply to today’s transport: instead of flow-fairness enforced

at the granularity of transport flows, impose application-level fair

sharing using network-level mechanisms.

Coflow support: ReFlex’s primitives apply to individual flows.

However, for many applications a “coflow” abstraction of their

network traffic is more appropriate, whereby their performance

depends on a collection of flows finishing [9]. Extending our primi-

tives to such coflows could potentially increase their benefit, as the

degradations could be used more flexibly across large flow collec-

tives instead of in a more restricted manner at a flow granularity.

However, extending ReFlex in this manner will require substantial

effort, as it implies that the coflow traffic coflow-wide performance

rather than local tracking at each flow. Exploring this is thus left to

future work.

Other dimensions of service degradation:While we have only

explored bounded loss and bounded deprioritization as yet, there

may be additional dimensions of degradation worth investigation.

One such example is nearly-in-order packet delivery. Instead of

TCP’s fully ordered delivery, are there ways of benefiting from

most data being delivered in order? What’s the right framing for a

bound on such nearly ordered delivery, and how might be exploit

it to benefit other traffic? There is likely some potential in this due

to the multipath nature of data center topologies: if some traffic

can tolerate nearly-ordered delivery, this traffic could potentially

be used for load balancing by suitably packet spraying it, while

traffic that needs fully ordered delivery still uses traditional flow-

affinity primitives like ECMP-per-flow and can incur link utilization
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imbalance. However, given the availability of flowlet switching [34],

it is unclear how much additional value adding such a primitive

brings.

8 RELATEDWORK

In our discussion on the need for new primitives (§2), we already

contrast our work against standard transport protocols like TCP,

UDP, and LEDBAT, as well as work on prioritization and deadline-

awareness. Besides these primitives, there is also rich literature on

differentiated quality of service [5, 28, 35], which also does not offer

guarantees to degraded traffic.

Parallel work available as an online manuscript [22] describes

ATP, which provides partial delivery but with the goal of aggres-

sively finishing lossy-flows even faster, drawing on the rationale of

approximate computing. Unlike ATP, our work is targeted at work-

loads that instead of aggressively competing for the network, cede

ground to time-critical traffic. ATP has loss-tolerant flows behave

aggressively which leads to partial delivery through actual packets

being lost. In contrast, our approach determines partial delivery

based on rate loss relative to the fair share. Further, ATP’s com-

plex design combines packet spraying, separately configured queue

sizes for ATP and non-ATP traffic, and a new rate controller. In

contrast, ReFlex exploits existing primitives with small changes to

how applications transmit data. ATP also does not address bounded

deprioritization.

Recent work [37] explored speeding up ML training tasks at

the tail by not retransmitting packets that take a long time to be

detected as lost, e.g., after a retransmission timeout. This is different

from our approach of actively degrading service quality for certain

workloads to benefit more critical traffic.

There is extensive work on adaptive bitrate video streaming [23,

38], whereby the video player adjusts its playback quality to net-

work conditions. Note that in this case, application-level quality

degradation is a built-in primitive that is tolerated due to the real-

time nature of the application: the only alternative to reducing

video quality is to suffer pauses in streaming. The applications we

consider do not have such real-time constraints and do not accept

application-level quality degradation. Thus, the design goals of Re-

Flex and its implementation share little in common with adaptive

video.

The area of streaming analytics has also generated work study-

ing how to best adapt the streamed data to network bandwidth

fluctuations [26, 41]. This work takes available network bandwidth

as a given, and attempts to find the most suitable way of degrading

the streaming data such that the analytics task consuming it suffers

the least possible impairment. However, our goals are different: we

seek to allow certain flexible workloads to compete less aggres-

sively for network resources by dropping or deprioritizing their

traffic. These different goals lead to different design decisions: the

streaming analytics work focuses on minimizing application-level

degradation, given bandwidth changes, while ReFlex takes appli-

cation goals as given in terms of degradation bounds, and adapts

network-level behavior.

There is also work on approximate network protocols in different

contexts, e.g., SAP [27] allows applications to accept partially dam-

aged network data that would otherwise be thrown out by integrity

checks like checksum failure. CoAP [30] is a UDP-extension that

allows tunable tolerance to network failures in high error rate en-

vironments. While philosophically similar, these efforts share little

in common with ReFlex in its use cases, the bounded degradations

it allows, and its design to enforce guarantees.

9 CONCLUSION

We make the case that emerging workloads present opportunities

for superior network multiplexing by being tolerant of degraded

network service. However, to ensure that such applications still

get satisfactory performance instead of being excessively penalized

for being tolerant, we should offer primitives for bounded degra-

dation. We explore two dimensions of such bounded degradation:

guaranteed partial delivery and bounded deprioritization. We show

that unlike the no-guarantees degradation provided by traditional

networking approaches like unreliable transport and various types

of prioritization primitives, it is possible to implement bounded

degradation to achieve both: (a) improved performance for traffic

with strict network service requirements; and (b) assurances that

tolerant traffic meets its specified reduced performance require-

ments.

However, there are practical considerations on (a) themechanism

to actually achieve benefit, and (b) how to achieve awareness of the

baseline against which the deterioration is defined. These practical

considerations both limit the maximum performance improvement

that can be achieved, as well as the ability to fulfill meaningful guar-

antees. In our work, the continuous probing, frequent convergence

of flows and the switching of queues by flows were those practical

considerations which impacted performance and guarantees. The

two primitives discussed in this work are (1) workload dependent
because they require flexible flows to be starved to outperform

other prioritization schemes, and (2) objective dependent as they are
useful only if it is desirable in moments of high utilization to not

fully prioritize regular flows.

By taking first steps in framing bounded degradation for net-

working, our work opens up several interesting directions worthy

of future exploration, including (a) how faster-converging trans-

port can improve the performance of bounded deprioritization; (b)

how one might assess and exploit the stability of the workload

distribution to configure probing appropriately; (c) in what other

dimensions, e.g., nearly in-order delivery, is bounded degradation

potentially useful; and (d) how to incentivize good use of bounded

degradation for applications that can tolerate it.
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